Chinese word embeddings have recently attracted much attention in natural language processing (NLP). Existing researches learn Chinese word embeddings based on characters, radicals, components and stroke n-gram. Besides abovementioned features, Chinese characters also own structure and pinyin features. In this paper, we design feature substring, a super set of radicals, components and stroke n-gram with structure and pinyin information, to integrate stroke, structure and pinyin features of Chinese characters and capture the semantics of Chinese words. Based on the feature substring, we propose a novel method ssp2vec to predict the contextual words based on the feature substrings of the target words for learning Chinese word embeddings. It is based on our observation that exploiting the morphological information (stroke and structure) and the phonetic information (pinyin) is crucial for capturing the meanings of Chinese words. Meanwhile, the phonetic information (pinyin) can assist the model to distinguish Chinese words. Experimental results on word analogy, word similarity, text classification and named entity recognition tasks show that the proposed method obtains better results than state-of-the-art approaches.
]. Researchers also utilized subword level information to capture word semantics recently [4, 5] . However, they mainly concentrated on European languages such as English with Latin script in the writing system. In this way, these methods cannot be directly applied to languages such as Chinese, Japanese and Korean with a different writing system [6, 24] .
Chinese is spoken by the largest population in the world 1 . Chinese words consist of Chinese characters with rich semantic information [18] . It is known that Chinese is hieroglyph, which is the graphical depiction of objects [32] . For example, "灭 (put out)" is made up of "一 (one)" and "火 (fire)", and "一 (one)" is on the top of "火 (fire)". We can understand that the meaning of "灭 (put out)" is to put out the fire, when we see the glyph that using a thing to cover the fire [29] . Many methods have been proposed for learning Chinese word embeddings by utilizing character information [7] and the internal information of characters, such as radicals [30, 35] , components [36] and stroke n-gram [6] . However, we argue that radicals, components and stroke n-gram are not enough for capturing the semantics of Chinese characters and words. As shown in Figure 1 (a), "心 (heart)" is regarded as the radical of "您 (you)", but it cannot express the semantic of "您 (you)".
Besides radicals, components representing the super collection of radicals are used to supplement the radicals. As shown in Figure   1 (b), "您 (you)" can be decomposed into three components "亻 (people)", "尔 (you)" and "心 (heart)". Among them, only "尔 (you)" is slightly relevant to "您 (you)", since "尔 (you)" has many meanings, such as "尔 (you)", "尔 (so)" or "尔 (only)". Apart from components, stroke 2 n-gram [6] , which contains the radicals and components of characters, is proposed to capture the semantics of Chinese characters and words. As shown in Figure 1(c) , the stroke n-gram of "您 (you)" includes two parts "你 (you)" and "心 (heart)". "你 (you)", the combination of "亻 (people)" and "尔 (you)", is most related to "您 (you)" because "您 (you)" is the honorific of "你 (you)". Thus, stroke n-gram can catch the main meanings of characters. However, we cannot understand the meaning of honorific from "你 (you)" and "心 (heart)" solely. Moreover, we 1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chinese_language 2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stroke_ (CJK_character) need to define parameter n 3 in stroke n-gram manually [6] , which may lead to capture the incomplete semantics of Chinese characters.
Is there other information related to the meanings of Chinese characters to better model the semantics of Chinese words besides stroke n-gram? It can be found that Chinese characters have different structures implying the meanings [3, 34] . The structures of Chinese characters are beneficial for presenting their semantics. For example, as shown in Figure 2 (a), " 您 (you)" is an up-down structure character, and "你 (you)" is on the top of "心 (heart)". This structure demonstrates that you are on my heart and reflects the honorific meaning of "您 (you)". For another instance, "抓 (seize)", which is a left-right structure character, consists of two parts "扌 (hand)" and "爪 (claw)", and "扌 (hand)" is on the left of "爪 (claw)", as shown in Figure 2 (b). This structure suggests that the meaning of clawing with hand and embodies the action of seizing. In addition, Chinese characters may have different semantics when they own the same stroke n-gram but different structures. As shown in Figure 3 , two characters at the side own the same stroke n-gram (the same color), however, they have different structures and totally different semantics. Thus, we consider that structures are relevant to the semantics of Chinese characters. Besides the strokes and structures of characters, pinyin 4 also can help us understand the meanings of Chinese characters. Pinyin is the pronunciation of Chinese characters, which consists of initials, finals and tones [1, 17] . In Chinese, there are some characters and words are onomatopoeia 5 , which is used to mimic the natural sound, such as wind sound, rain sound and poultry sound. Thus, we can understand their semantics from the pronunciation of Chinese characters and words by pinyin. For example, the pinyin of "呼呼 (whirr)" is "hū hū", when we read it, we can know its meaning is used to describe the sound of the wind. The pinyin of "嘎嘎 (quack) is "gā gā", we can understand its semantic is the sound of the duck when we pronounce. Although there are a number of Chinese characters except onomatopoeia with the same pinyin, we also can utilize pinyin to distinguish characters which have the same stroke n-gram and structure. For example, "土 (soil)" and "士 (soldier)", which own the same stroke n-gram [6] and structure (integral structure), are read as "tǔ" and "shì", respectively.
Integrating the internal features of Chinese characters is shown to be effective for learning Chinese word embeddings [36] . There is room for further investigation because Chinese characters have structure and pinyin features, which are beneficial for understanding the semantics of Chinese words and improving Chinese word embeddings. In this paper, we design feature substring to integrate the stroke, structure and pinyin features of Chinese characters and automatically capture the fine-grained semantic information of Chinese words. Feature substring with above three features can be seen as a super set of radicals, components and stroke n-gram with substructure and sub-syllable information. Based on the feature substring, we propose ssp2vec to capture the morphological and phonetic information of Chinese words and learn Chinese word embeddings by utilizing the stroke, structure and pinyin features of the target words to predict the contextual words. Experiments results show that ssp2vec provides better word embeddings than state-of-the-art algorithms. The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
 Feature substring is proposed to integrate the stroke, structure and pinyin features of Chinese characters and extract their relations.  We introduce the structure and pinyin features of Chinese characters and propose ssp2vec based on the feature substring for learning Chinese word embeddings.  The effectiveness of the proposed model is evaluated on word analogy, word similarity, text classification and named entity recognition tasks.
RELATED WORK
Word embeddings bring benefits to many NLP tasks [8, 12, 22] . Most word embedding models are based on the idea of modeling the relation between the target word and its contextual words, which can be divided into neural network based models and cooccurrence count based models. Continuous bag-of-words model (CBOW) and skip-gram model (SG) are the representatives of the former [20, 21] . CBOW focuses on maximizing the likelihood that a word is predicted from its contextual words while SG predicts the contextual words based on a given word [20, 21] . Based on the idea of SG, Fasttext model is proposed to consider the relationship between the character n-gram of English words and their contextual words to utilize subword information for learning word embeddings [4] . Glove, a typical co-occurrence count based model, creates a co-occurrence matrix from corpus to explore the global information, where each matrix entry represents the counts that word appears in the contexts of word [25] .
To improve word embeddings, most researches focused on specific languages such as Chinese and used the fine-grained internal information of Chinese characters to learn Chinese word embeddings. CWE is designed for jointly learning Chinese character and word embeddings, which takes character information for improving the quality of word embeddings [7] . Based on the components representing the extended radical collection, JWE is introduced to jointly learn Chinese component, character and word embeddings [36] . GWE is proposed to directly extract glyph features from the bitmaps of Chinese characters based on convolutional autoencoders to learn Chinese word embeddings [29] . LSN is proposed to capture the relations among radicals, characters and words of Chinese and learn their embeddings synchronously [28] . Similar with [4] , cw2vec adopts the stroke n-gram of Chinese words and utilizes the fine-grained information associated with word semantics to learn Chinese word embeddings [6] .
Based on above foundation researches, we consider the stroke, structure and pinyin features of characters to learn Chinese word embeddings. Based on character n-gram in Fasttext [4] and stroke n-gram in cw2vec [6] , we propose the feature substring to extract these features and their relations and catch the fine-grained semantic information of Chinese words from morphological and phonetic information. 
SSP2VEC MODEL
We give a general view of the architecture of ssp2vec as shown in Figure 4 with an explanatory example. In this example, we have a short sentence "大力 发扬 艰苦 奋斗 精神 (carry forward the spirit of laborious struggle vigorously)", where the target word is " 艰苦 (laborious)", and its contextual words are " 大力 (vigorously)" , "发扬 (carry forward)", "奋斗 (struggle)" and "精神 (spirit)". Ssp2vec is composed by input, feature extraction, feature encoding, feature substring generation and output layers.  Input layer: Input layer is used to receive the target word , such as "艰苦 (laborious)".  Feature extraction layer: This layer is used to decompose word to independent characters, such as "艰 (hard)" and "苦 (painful)" and extract the stroke, structure and pinyin of each characters 6 .  Feature encoding layer: This layer is used to encode the stroke, structure and pinyin of word .
 Feature substring generation layer: This layer is designed to integrate the stroke, structure and pinyin features of Chinese characters and then generate the feature substring by moving a slide window with different lengths, as described in Section 3.1, where each feature substring has an embedding with d dimension. Meanwhile, each contextual word has a word embedding with the same dimension.  Output layer: Output layer is designed as softmax layer [20] to calculate the probability that the contextual words of word is predicted based on all feature substrings of word . Finally, we optimize the objective function and obtain final word embeddings on corpus, as described in Section 3.2.
Feature Substring
We first introduce the stroke, structure and pinyin features of Chinese characters. Then feature substrings are generated based on the three features. Stroke Strokes are the basic unit of Chinese characters. Chinese writing system provides the guidelines on what should be the natural order 7 for strokes included in characters. Following [6, 9] , we classify strokes into five types and encode them as shown in Table  1 . Chinese characters can be decomposed as strokes with specific stroke order. Strokes can compose radicals, components, stroke ngram and characters at different granularity. Thus, feature substrings can contain the radicals, components, stroke n-gram of characters with structure and pinyin information. 
Structure Different from linearly arranged alphabetic words, Chinese words consist of characters. Meanwhile, characters are made up of strokes that are combined into various structures [3, 16, 34] . According to the azimuth relationship among strokes, there are 13 structures of characters listed in Table 2 [3] . We also give them the unique code, which is not confused with the code of strokes. As mentioned in Section 1, the structures of characters are related to the semantics of characters. 
Pinyin
Pinyin is the romanization of Chinese characters, which consists of initials, finals and tones [1, 11, 31] . Initials are the consonants in front of finals and can compose a complete syllable with finals. For example, the pinyin of "您 (you)" is "nín" where "n" is the initial, "in" is the final and its tone is the second tone. We encode initials and finals with 26 English lowercase letters. Diacritics are used to mark four tones in pinyin as shown in Table 3 . In addition, there is a neutral tone used to read words written with Latin script. Pinyin can reflect the semantics of part Chinese words. In order to learn Chinese word embeddings form three features and their relations, we map a Chinese word to feature substrings inspired by character n-gram [4] and stroke n-gram [6] through the following steps as shown in Figure 4 : (1) Divide the current word into characters, (2) Retrieve and encode the stroke sequence, structure and pinyin from each character on feature extraction and encoding layers, and (3) Concatenate the encoding of the stroke sequence, structure and pinyin of each character together, then generate feature substrings by moving a slide window with different lengths from 1 to the length of entire sequence on the feature substring generation layer, where each feature substring has an embedding with d dimension. We can find that some feature substrings contain the part of single feature, such as feature substring "54" with length = 2 is the part of stroke feature and Session: Long -Natural Language Processing I CIKM '19, November 3-7, 2019, Beijing, China denotes the radical "又" of "艰 (hard)", and some feature substrings include multiple features, which include the relations among features (A cell is a feature substring). When we generate the feature substrings of Chinese words, they can contain the radicals and components of Chinese characters with the structure and pinyin information.
We propose the feature substring to extract the meaningful semantic information for characterizing Chinese words. Different with character n-gram and stroke n-gram, feature substring can extract subword, substructure and sub-syllable information from the stroke, structure and pinyin features of Chinese words and does not define the parameter n. Assuming the total length of the encoding of a Chinese word is L, we can generate feature substrings with 
Objective Function
Similar to [4, 6, 20, 24] , we also model the prediction of the contextual words based on the target word in ssp2vec. Specially, the target word is expressed as its feature substrings with stroke, structure and pinyin features. More formally, given a corpus represented as the sequence of words 1 , … , … , , where word is the target word and N is the number of words. The set of the contextual words of word is denoted as
where c denotes the window size of the contextual words of word . We use word to represent the element of , ∈ , then the objective of our proposed model is to maximize the following log-likelihood
(
We use the softmax function to model the probability of predicting word given word on the output layer, which is defined as
where ( , ) is a scoring function to map the pairs of word and word to scores in ℝ. The calculation of Eq. (3) is time-consuming because it needs N operations. The problem of predicting contextual words can be replaced as a set of independent binary classification tasks so as to independently predict the presence (or absence) of contextual words [4] . To resolve the issue, we utilize the negative sampling method [21] . For word , we consider all contextual words as positive examples and sample negatives randomly from corpus. Given a contextual word ∈ , by using the binary logistic loss, we obtain the following negative log-likelihood
where ℵ , is the set of negative samples. By denoting the logistic loss function ℓ( ) = log (1 + − ), we can rewrite the objective as
Now the question is how to calculate scoring function ( , ). A natural parameterization for ( , ) is to use word embeddings. In this paper, we assign an embedding to each feature substring of word and each contextual word . Then ( , ) is defined as Eq. (6) to calculate their similarity based on the feature substrings of word and its contextual words, where ( ) denotes the collection of the feature substrings of word generated with stroke, structure and pinyin features, is the embedding of feature substring , ∈ ( ), and is the word embedding of word .
We optimize the above objective function based on standard gradient methods. After the training process, we use the word embeddings of contextual words as output results.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUPS

Datasets
We employ SogouCA data 8 containing the news from 18 channels such as domestic, international, sports, social and recreational channels in 2008. The characters whose Unicode belongs to the range between 0x4E00 and 0x9FA5 are Chinese characters and retained [7] . We find that this corpus includes simplified and traditional Chinese characters, then we utilize the opencc toolkit 9 to normalize all characters as simplified Chinese. The jieba package 10 in Python is used for word segmentation, then we obtain 0.3 billion tokens and approximately 420,000 non-repetitive words.
Evaluation Metrics
Word Analogy
Word analogy (WA) is used to measure the model ability to explore the semantic relations among words. In this task, given words 1 , 2 and 3 , the models judge word 4 that correctly answers the question " 1 to 2 is 3 to what"? such that the cosine similarity between vectors ( 2 -1 + 3 ) and 4 is maximized. By correctly answering this question, the models are considered to be capable of expressing semantic relationships. We adopt the test data with 1124 instances for evaluating Chinese word embeddings [7] .
Word Similarity
Word similarity (WS) is designed to evaluate the model ability to capture semantic relatedness and closeness among words. The word similarity is measured by the cosine similarity between the corresponding word embeddings, then the Spearman correlation coefficient between the word similarity and the human similarity scores is calculated to estimate the quality of word embeddings. We adopt two manually-annotated datasets WS-240 and WS-296 translated from English benchmarks for evaluation [6, 10, 33] .
Text Classification
Text classification (TC) is a frequently-used method to validate word embeddings on NLP tasks. We use Fudan dataset 11 , which contains 18198 documents in 20 different topics. Chinese characters are retained and the jieba package is also used for word segmentation. We realize a classifier with CNN [13] , where 80% data are used for training and the rest are used for evaluation. We calculate the accuracy using the word embeddings generated by different methods.
Named Entity Recognition
We also evaluate word embeddings by Named Entity Recognition (NER). We use Sighan2006 NER dataset 12 [14] in which each Chinese word contains three entity types (person, location and organization). The data consist of 41728 training sentences and 4365 testing sentences. We implement the NER model in [19] , where only word embeddings are fed into the input layer. F1 score of NER is calculated to evaluate the effectiveness of word embeddings.
Baseline Algorithms
To evaluate the effectiveness of ssp2vec, we compare it with stateof-the-art algorithms listed below.
 CBOW and SG 13 [20] are the efficient models for learning word embeddings. CBOW predicts a word based on its contextual words, and SG predicts the contextual words based on a word.  Glove 14 [25] is also an effective approach that uses global word co-occurrence information. CBOW, SG and Glove are general word embedding models that are not specifically designed for any language.  CWE 15 
Parameter Analysis
In this paper, we set window size c = 5, the number of negative samples as 5 and remove the rare words which appear less than 5 times on corpus for all methods. Here, we investigate the impact of dimension d on ssp2vec. The results of word analogy and word similarity tasks are shown in Figure 5 .
It can be seen that ssp2vec with d = 300 outputs the best result for word analogy task. Thus, word embeddings with d = 300 are beneficial for inferring the semantic relations among Chinese words. For word similarity task, the accuracy rises with the increase of d until d ≥ 300 for WS-240. Ssp2vec with d = 300 also obtains the best result for WS-296. Word embeddings cannot contain enough semantic information when d < 300, while word embeddings include redundant semantics when d > 300. By analyzing these curves, we can conclude that ssp2vec achieves the best performance when d = 300 on both word analogy and word similarity tasks. Therefore, we choose d = 300 for ssp2vec to compare with state-of-the-art algorithms. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Word Analogy and Word Similarity Results
As shown in Table 4 , CBOW and Glove are worse than other models on word analogy and word similarity tasks and may not suitable for Chinese word embedding learning because Chinese words own complex structures and meanings. 16 https://github.com/hkust-knowcomp/jwe 17 https://github.com/ray1007/gwe 18 https://github.com/bamtercelboo/cw2vec Equipped with the prediction of contextual words to increase the iterations, which adds the prediction times of related words in Chinese, SG is better than other models except cw2vec and ssp2vec on word analogy task. Meanwhile, it ranks the second and the fourth on word similarity task for WS-240 and WS-296, respectively. Based on the idea of CBOW that using the contextual words to predict the target words, CWE utilizes character information, JWE uses radical, character and word features and GWE exploits the character feature from font images to express Chinese words. As a result, they outperform CBOW and Glove for using character information and the fine-grained internal information of Chinese characters. Comparing CWE, JWE and GWE with CBOW, which are based on the idea that using the contextual words to predict the target word, we can find that the internal features of Chinese characters improve the quality of Chinese word embeddings. However, CWE is poorer than SG on word analogy and word similarity for WS-240, and GWE and JWE are inferior to SG in our experiments. We consider that the idea of SG that using the target word to predict its contexts is also beneficial for improving the accuracy. Based on SG, cw2vec achieves better accuracy than other methods except ssp2vec on word analogy task and word similarity task for WS-296 by utilizing stroke n-gram. We consider that the idea of SG and the internal features of Chinese characters are both helpful for lifting the quality of Chinese word embeddings. Thanks to the idea of SG and the effectiveness of learning the stroke, structure and pinyin features of Chinese characters and catching their implicit relations and semantics by the feature substring, ssp2vec obtains the best results on word analogy and word similarity tasks. The stroke and structure features used in ssp2vec are helpful for capturing the morphological information. Chinese words with the same stroke and structure may have similar semantics, then extracting stroke and structure information can understand the semantics of Chinese words well. In addition, pinyin can catch the phonetic information implying some semantics to support the morphological information and enhance Chinese word embeddings. The stroke, structure and pinyin features can enrich Chinese word embeddings for catching the semantics of Chinese words.
Text Classification and Named Entity Recognition Results
In text classification task, we use the word embeddings to build a representation for each document. Thus, high quality word embeddings should lead to high accuracy under the same classifier. As shown in Table 4 , CBOW, Glove and CWE achieve over 86% accuracy, JWE obtains over 87% accuracy, and the accuracy of SG, GWE and cw2vec is above 89%. In general, ssp2vec achieves above 90% accuracy and outperforms the best baseline cw2vec. We also carry out an experiment on NER to validate the effectiveness of our proposed model. NER is to extract named entities and their associated types. F1 score of NER should be higher if better word embeddings are input to the same NER model. As shown in Table 4 , SG and JWE achieve over 54% accuracy, and CBOW, Glove and CWE are better than above methods. GWE, cw2vec and ssp2vec outperform other methods. As a result, ssp2vec outstrips the best baseline GWE.
However, there are minor increments. We consider that the accuracy of text classification and named entity recognition mainly depends on the text classification and named entity recognition models, so there are some inconsistent ranks comparing with the results of word analogy and word similarity tasks, but we also can make out the lifting of Chinese word embeddings generated by ssp2vec on text classification and named entity recognition tasks.
Influence of Training Data Size
In order to explore the influence of corpus size on different models, besides 100% corpus as the data for training, we also conduct some experiments on small corpus that includes 25%, 50% and 75% contents, respectively. The results are presented in For word analogy task, as shown in Figure 6 , with the increase of corpus size, the accuracy of models except Glove rises. Glove gets better result on 75% corpus than those on other corpus because co-occurrence words are suitable for some questions on 75% corpus or the 25% contents of 100% corpus may not help Glove to infer the relationship among words. As CBOW and Glove cannot capture the meanings of Chinese words well, they also perform poor on small corpus. CWE and GWE get low accuracy on 25% corpus, however, their accuracy increases fast on large corpus than other models, as they can catch more character information from large corpus. Considering the corpus size from 25% to 100%, the accuracy of JWE rises more slowly than those of CWE and GWE, but JWE owns better results on large corpus by considering Chinese radical, character and word information. SG, cw2vec and ssp2vec obtain better results than other models on small corpus, due to their ability of capturing more information such as words, characters, strokes, structures and pinyin.
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For word similarity task, we also find that with the increase of corpus, the accuracy of most models rises as shown in Figures 7-8 . However, the accuracy of some methods (e.g. CWE) gets a decline on 100% corpus. The redundant 25% contents of 100% corpus may contain inconsistent information and lead some models misunderstanding the semantic relatedness among words. SG, cw2vec and ssp2vec have better accuracy for WS-240 than other methods on small corpus. They are robust on small corpus for overcoming the data sparseness issue by capturing more aforementioned information. However, ssp2vec obtains worse results for WS-240 than SG and cw2vec on 50% and 75% corpus, as it cannot catch more information on small corpus. Meanwhile, ssp2vec gets worse results for WS-296 than CWE and GWE on small corpus for the same reason. CWE and GWE obtain better results for WS-296 on small corpus because the entire character features are beneficial for calculating the similarity among Chinese words.
Influence of Feature Number and Order
In ssp2vec, different feature substrings can be generated with different features in different order of strokes, structures and pinyin by moving a slide window with different lengths. Some feature substrings contain multiple features, as shown in Figure 4 , which include different relations among features. Adopting different feature combination and order will generate different feature substrings and may have influence on the quality of Chinese word embeddings. In order to explore the effect of the number and order of features for learning Chinese word embeddings, we change the feature number and order to generate feature substrings and catch the semantics of Chinese words. The results are shown in Table 5 . As shown in Table 5 , it can be seen that ssp2vec with single feature obtains similar results on four tasks, thus, we can consider that stroke, structure and pinyin features both contain some semantics of Chinese characters and words. Ssp2vec with stroke feature obtains higher results than ssp2vec with single structure or pinyin feature. It can be seen that the accuracy of the four tasks rises in most cases with the increase of feature number. (In Table 5 , red color denotes the results are larger than the results of all single feature under corresponding tasks, while green color denotes the result is smaller than one of the results of single feature.) As we mentioned earlier, strokes, structures and pinyin both contain part semantics of Chinese words, but they cannot express the meanings of Chinese words independently, so our proposed method with several features obtain higher results than those using single feature, although there are minor increments on some tasks. On the other hand, we also find that the accuracy is declining in some cases (e.g. ssp2vec with structure + stroke features in terms of word similarity task). We consider that these feature order with different feature relations brings inconsistent semantics possibly, which counteracts the lifting effect of increasing features in specific tasks.
Of course, the best results of the four tasks with some degree of improvement are obtained by ssp2vec with three features in different combination, which illustrates that three features are both beneficial for capturing the semantics of Chinese words and their combination connected by feature substring can catch more relative semantics of Chinese words than single feature, although some decline occurs in some cases. In word analogy and word similarity tasks, the feature substrings with three features in the order of pinyin, strokes and structures make ssp2vec get the best results. We consider this order is the natural order that human cognize Chinese characters. Chinese people first learn the pronunciation of characters, then study how to write them, further make out their structures and understand the meanings. The feature substrings with two features in the order of pinyin and strokes can catch the phonetic relations among characters, and the feature substrings with two features in the order of strokes and structures can capture the morphological relations among characters. In text classification and named entity recognition, ssp2vec with stroke + pinyin + structure features and ssp2vec with structure + pinyin + stroke features obtain the best results.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a novel model ssp2vec to integrate the stroke, structure and pinyin features of Chinese characters for learning Chinese word embeddings. Inspired by [4, 6] , we use the feature substring to capture the morphological and phonetic information and their relation from strokes, structures and pinyin features in ssp2vec. We validate the effectiveness of our proposed method through four evaluation tasks. Although ssp2vec is introduced to learn Chinese word embeddings, the idea can also be applied to other similar writing system languages, such as Japanese and Korean.
In general, feature substrings with stroke, structure and pinyin features provide the fine-grained internal features of Chinese words. However, the relations among the three features and the feature order are not explicitly related to the semantics of Chinese words. Meanwhile, the improvement on some tasks is small. In the future, we would like to further explore the interpretability of Chinese word embedding learning based on the feature substring and design a feature space where the feature order does not matter. We are also interested in investigating attention models or reinforcement learning for enhancing the learning architecture and learning high quality Chinese word embeddings.
